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Name:                                                                                             Date: 
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Instructions

This worksheet is designed to help you explore and address trust issues related to your 
PTSD. Take your time with each section, and be honest with yourself. This process can be a 
significant step in your healing journey.

Section 1: Self-Reflection

Reflect on your past and current experiences that have impacted your ability to trust. Write 
down specific events or situations.

How has PTSD affected your trust in yourself, others, and the world?

Section 2: Identifying Trust Deficits

List the specific trust deficits you have identified.

Be specific in describing how these deficits manifest in your life.

Section 3: Impact Assessment

Reflect on how these trust issues have affected your relationships, daily life, and overall 
well-being.

Write down instances where trust challenges have had a significant impact.

Section 4: Goal-Setting

Set realistic and achievable goals for rebuilding trust in yourself, others, and the world.

Consider both short-term and long-term objectives.



Section 5: Action Plan

Develop a concrete action plan for achieving your trust-building goals.

Specify the steps, the resources you will use, and a timeline for each goal.

Section 6: Seeking Support

Identify individuals or resources you can turn to for support in your trust restoration journey.

Share your goals and action plan with them to establish a support network.

Section 7: Review and Adapt

Review this worksheet to assess your progress and adapt your goals and action plan.

Healing is an ongoing process; flexibility is key.


	Text1: 
	0: Sarah Johnson
	1: Dr. Sander Smith
	2: October 15, 2023

	Text2: 
	0: I was in a car accident three years ago where I lost my best friend.
	1: 
	0: I have trouble trusting myself to drive safely, I'm wary of new friendships, and I feel the world is unpredictable and dangerous.
	1: 
	0: Fear of driving, difficulty making new friends, constant anxiety about potential accidents.
	1: 
	0: I avoid driving as much as possible, which limits my independence. I've become isolated and lonely. The constant anxiety takes a toll on my mental health.
	1: Short-term: Take short drives with a trusted friend.

Long-term: Attend a support group for trauma survivors.




	Text3: 
	0: Short drives with a friend: Schedule two drives per week. Start with familiar routes and gradually expand.

Attend a support group: Research local support groups, choose one, and attend the first meeting within the next month.
	1: My sister, Lisa, can accompany me on short drives.

I will contact the local mental health clinic to inquire about PTSD support groups.
	2: I will review my progress every two weeks during therapy sessions and make adjustments accordingly.



